Body size evolution of palaeo-insular mammals: temporal variations and interspecific interactions
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ABSTRACT

Aim We investigated the hypothesis that body size evolution of mammals is strongly influenced by ecological interactions, resulting in evolutionary divergence in body size in species-rich (e.g. mainland) biotas, and convergence on the size of intermediate but absent species in species-poor (e.g. insular) biotas.

Location Mediterranean palaeo-islands.

Methods We assembled data on temporal variation in body size of palaeo-insular mammals and associated variation in ecological characteristics (colonization or extirpation of mammalian competitors and predators) for 19 species of fossil, non-volant mammals across four large (> 3640 km²) islands ranging between the late Miocene and Holocene. These are the only fossil species for which fine-detailed time series are available at present.

Results Our results are consistent with predictions based on an ecological interactions hypothesis of body size evolution. Following colonization (or first appearance in the insular fossil record) small mammals (such as mice, shrews and pikas) tended to increase in body size. These trends, however, ceased or were reversed following colonization of the focal islands by mammalian predators or competitors.

Main conclusions While body size evolution is likely to be influenced by a variety of characteristics of the focal islands (e.g. climate, area, isolation and habitat diversity) and species (e.g. diet, resource requirements and dispersal abilities), temporal trends for palaeo-insular mammals indicated that the observed trends for any particular species, island and climatic regime may be strongly influenced by interactions among species. Ultimately, invasion of a competitor often leads to the extinction of the native, insular species.

Keywords Biological invasions, body size fluctuations, competition, extinct species, fossil record, island evolution, island rule, mammals, Mediterranean palaeo-islands, predation.

INTRODUCTION

The island rule, a term coined by Van Valen (1973), describes a graded trend in populations of insular vertebrates from gigantism in small species to dwarfism in large species (e.g. Heaney, 1978; Lomolino, 1985, 2000, 2005; Whittaker & Fernández-Palacios, 2007; Lomolino et al., 2012). Although the considerable scatter about this graded trend has generated much debate over the generality of the pattern (see, e.g. Palkovacs, 2003; Meiri et al., 2004a,b, 2008; Köhler et al., 2008; Raia et al., 2010), such variation is both expected and informative as it may provide key insights into the factors and processes influencing body size evolution on islands (see Foody & Albrecht, 1993; Lomolino et al., 2012).

Earlier papers attributed observed trends of insular body size to a variety of factors, including characteristics of the islands (e.g. area or isolation) and species (resource requirements, trophic strategy, dispersal abilities and bauplan), but also to release from ecological pressures of competition and predation on islands, which tend to be species-poor with
regard to mammals that often dominate mainland communities (see, e.g. Case, 1978; Heaney, 1978; Lomolino, 1985, 2000, 2005; Brown et al., 1993; Footten & Albrecht, 1993; Simberloff et al., 2000; Grant & Grant, 2006; Millien, 2006; Meiri et al., 2011). That is, in species-rich systems, competition and predation are hypothesized to result in ecological displacement and diversification among resident species, e.g. predatory pressures resulting in small prey becoming smaller and large prey becoming larger. In species-poor communities, release from the pressures of these ecological interactions reverses these trends and the few or sole resident species converge on intermediate body sizes. In a recent and comprehensive investigation of the causality of the island rule in extant mammals, Lomolino et al. (2012) found further support for the contextual and multifactorial nature of processes influencing body size evolution. The patterns observed for extant insular mammals are consistent with the hypothesis that body size evolution is influenced by selective forces whose importance and nature of influence varied in a predictable manner with characteristics of the species (in particular, their ancestral body size and diet) and the islands (area, isolation and climate), and with ecological interactions among mammals.

Despite some exceptions, body size variation among palaeo-insular mammals is generally consistent with the graded trend of the island rule (see e.g. Sondaar, 1977; Lister, 1989, 1996; Roth, 1992; van den Bergh et al., 1996; Palombo, 2004, 2007, 2009; Palombo & Giovinazzo, 2005; Millien, 2006; Raia & Meiri, 2006; Bromham & Cardillo, 2007; de Vos et al., 2007; van der Geer, 2008; Lytras et al., 2008, 2010; Weston & Lister, 2009). Palaeo-insular mammals, however, exhibit much more extreme cases of gigantism and dwarfism than living species (examples in van der Geer et al., 2010).

Nonetheless, several cases were noted among small mammals where body size evolution in palaeo-insular taxa is not constant or unidirectional (Freudenthal, 1976, 1985; Mayhew, 1977; Butler, 1980; Angelone, 2007; Boldrini, 2000; Rinaldo & Masini, 2009; Melis et al., 2012). In fact, in these cases, trends opposite to those predicted (small mammals getting smaller again) are observed during some time spans. Generally, these temporal fluctuations are explained as being due to climatic changes (e.g. McFarlane et al., 1998, for Amblyrhiza), but colonizations by mammalian competitors or predators may play a substantial role as well (Bover & Alcover, 2008).

The fossil record and, in particular, time-sequenced series of body size variation within insular lineages provides a potentially powerful insight into the causality of body size evolution on islands and an ecological hypothesis of body size evolution which asserts that body size evolution is strongly influenced by ecological interactions. The purpose of this paper is to further evaluate this hypothesis – by testing the following predictions.

1. Following colonization of islands lacking mammalian competitors and predators, small mammals will increase in body size (we define ‘small’ as mainland, ancestral mammals of less than c. 3 kg body mass; see Lomolino et al., 2012).

2. The observed trend in temporal variation predicted above should cease or be reversed when the focal island is colonized by mammalian predators or competitors. Studies of extant taxa indicate that invading species may alter the evolutionary pathway of native species by competition, niche displacement, predation, and ultimately extinction (Mooney & Cleland, 2001), although available evidence suggests that extinction is much more likely to be driven by predation than by competition (Sax & Gaines, 2008). We expect that these patterns will apply to the fossil record as well.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Selected taxa

Our data include only taxa that are represented by a time series that includes populations of the ancestral form, one or more intermediate stages, and at least one moment in time where a change in the ecological assemblage was recorded and that were recovered from sites where all relevant contemporaneous taxa occur as well so that co-existence is proven. Large mammals are not included in our data set because their fossil record lacks sufficient time series with multiple stages and colonization or extinction of mammalian competitors or predators. Fossils of small mammals, for the majority preserved as teeth in owl pellets, are much more numerous and often found throughout a stratigraphical succession. Even so, extensive time series for small mammals are extremely rare because of the limited chronological range of continuous sedimentary sequences exposed in the fossiliferous sites on most palaeo-islands.

We have also included the criterion that each time series should be limited to periods during which the physiographic features of the islands were relatively constant, thus controlling for some factors extrinsic to our ecological hypothesis of body size evolution. However, because climatic conditions sometimes varied substantially during the time periods included in our study, and body size is often correlated with climatic conditions, especially temperature (Bergmann, 1847; Rensch, 1938; Mayr, 1956; Smith & Betancourt, 2003; Millien et al., 2006; Lomolino et al., 2012), we also present data on temperature variation where available.

Limited by these criteria, our data included temporal variation for 19 late Miocene to Holocene species belonging to eight insular lineages across four palaeo-islands (see Appendix S1 in Supporting Information; nomenclature follows van der Geer et al., 2010). This set comprises all available time series that meet the required conditions as given above (Fig. 1).

Biochronology

Biochronology is used here as a means of ordering the sites due to the Scantiness of firm geochronological constraints and reliable absolute datings and the lack of continuous strati-
graphic sequences. Biochronological principles include first and last appearances, associations of taxa recognized as being peculiar to a biochron and evolutionary trends in phyletic lineages, in this case mainly tooth morphology. Perhaps the most debated assumption of biochronology is the principle of irreversibility, in particular the loss of complex characters (part of ‘Dollo’s law’; Dollo, 1893). Many recent studies (see Appendix S1 for evaluation) found violations of this law, claiming loss and subsequent recovery of functionalities and/or elements, including even wings and digits. However, Goldberg & Igic (2008) have shown that the methods used in these studies are flawed. That means that at the present stage of knowledge, there is no hard evidence that the loss of complex character states would be reversible. As long as this issue remains unresolved, we consider the evolution of complex character states to be irreversible. In addition, our case is strengthened because we would have to assume the simultaneous reversal of two independent characters (body size plus molar size or morphology). Reverse evolution is rarely possible but falls even further in likelihood as the complexity of adaptation increases (Tan et al., 2011), where we consider a combination of characters a case of increased complexity. In addition, for Majorca, Crete and Gargano, the chronology is not based on the target species only but also on co-occurring taxa (see Appendix S1 for details), which further adds to the robustness of our biochronology. The weakest chronology is that for the Kritimys catreus zone of Crete, as it was established practically only on molar size. Only the geologically first and last sites with Kritimys are firmly established, whereas the ordering of the other sites is weak.

Ongoing dating work may eventually alter some of the sequences presented here, but even though some age ordering is not robust, the basic conclusions are, because the most relevant part of the sequences is the moment when an interfering taxon appears for the first time in the fossil record. The timing of these arrivals is supported by the biostratigraphy, and for Majorca also by absolute datings. For a detailed account of the biochronology per site, see Appendix S1.

Body size index

Our analyses were based on relative size ($S_i$), which is defined as mass of insular form divided by that of its ancestor – values greater than 1.0 indicate a trend towards gigantism, and those less than 1.0 indicate a trend towards dwarfism. Body size of insular fossil species and their mainland ancestors were calculated using taxon-specific equations for estimating body masses (see Appendix S1 for details and references) based on data measured directly from specimens in museum collections or given in the literature.

Ecological assemblages

Data on the presence of competitors and predators included species of mammals most likely to directly interact with the focal insular species, present in the same locality (Table 1; for details, see Table S15 in Appendix S1). Ecological interactions with reptilian predators and competitors, although potentially interesting, were not taken into account as we are assuming that (1) ecological interactions, especially competition, is more intense between more closely related species, (2) in comparison to birds and reptiles, the occurrence of mammals on the focal islands was more variable over space and time, thus forming the primary treatment variable in
Table 1 List of mammalian competitors and predators that are most likely to have interacted with the focal insular taxa to illustrate the extent of potential ecological release. The competitors and predators are found together with the target species in the same locality and horizon in all cases, except for *Lutrogale cretensis* and *Paralutra garganensis*. These otters are found only in one or two localities (Liko and Fina/Gervasio, respectively) and their presence throughout the biozone is conservatively assumed on the ground of lack of evidence for faunal turnovers. For complete fossil fauna lists, see Table S15 in Appendix S1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terminal species of insular lineage</th>
<th>Palaeo-island</th>
<th>Competitors</th>
<th>Predators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lagomorpha</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Prolagus sardus</em></td>
<td>Sardinia</td>
<td><em>Microtus</em> (Tyrhenicola), <em>Rhagamys orthodon</em></td>
<td><em>Cynotherium sardous</em>, <em>Enhydrichtis galictoides</em>; during the early Pleistocene perhaps also <em>Pannonictis</em> and <em>Mustela</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodentia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hypnomys morpheus</em></td>
<td>Majorca</td>
<td>Only during Holocene <em>Eliomys quercinus</em></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Kritimys catreus</em></td>
<td>Crete</td>
<td><em>Kritimys</em> for the earliest species (<em>Mu batei</em>), <em>Mus musculus</em> just before extinction; in between none</td>
<td><em>Lutrogale cretensis</em>; just before extinction perhaps <em>Meles meles</em> and <em>Marten foina</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Mus minutaurus</em></td>
<td>Crete</td>
<td><em>Stertomys</em> and other Mikrotia; in the earlier part also <em>Hattomys</em></td>
<td>Paralutra garganensis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Mikrotia</em> (three lineages)</td>
<td>Gargano</td>
<td><em>Stertomys</em>, <em>Mikrotia</em></td>
<td>Paralutra garganensis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Hattomys gargantua</em></td>
<td>Gargano</td>
<td><em>Stertomys</em></td>
<td>Paralutra garganensis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insectivora</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Nesiotites hidalgo</em></td>
<td>Majorca</td>
<td>Only during Holocene <em>Eliomys quercinus</em> and <em>Apodemus sylvaticus</em></td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Crocidura zimmermaoi</em></td>
<td>Crete</td>
<td>None during the Pleistocene; during the Holocene <em>Crocidura suaveolens</em> and <em>Suncus etruscus</em></td>
<td>None during <em>Kritimys</em> faunal complex, <em>Lutrogale cretensis</em> during <em>Mus</em> faunal complex; during the Holocene <em>Meles meles</em> and <em>Marten foina</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

this study, and (3) the degree to which our assumptions are wrong would only add to unexplained error or produce results counter to our predictions. In addition, large reptiles such as varanids that exert significant predatory pressure on mammals did not occur on our islands during the relevant time range. The reptilian predators are limited to snakes and lizards.

Possible mammalian predators and competitors were identified by consulting the lists of species found in local faunal assemblages to which the focal species belongs. A few remarks are, however, needed. We consider *Mus* a competitor for *Kritimys* as they are both Murinae sharing basic dental features. For *Hypnomys*, one of the Holocene competitors was the garden dormouse (*Eliomys*), which is closely related to the ancestral form of *Hypnomys*. The other Holocene competitor, perhaps to an even greater extent, was the wood mouse (*Apodemus*), as *Hypnomys* had a semi-fossorial (*Bover et al.*, 2010) or terrestrial lifestyle (*Hautier et al.*, 2009) in comparison to the more arboreal habitats of *Eliomys*. *Hypnomys morpheus* had shifted its ecological niche towards a more omnivorous and abrasive diet (*Hautier et al.*, 2009), probably increasing niche overlap with murids (*Apodemus* in this case). The same garden dormouse also competed with *Nesiotites*, because *Eliomys quercinus* is partly insectivorous and a predator of molluscs and insect larvae (*Ognev, 1963*) and as such is a likely competitor of a large shrew. The early Pliocene hamster *Tragomys macphee* is not considered a competitor for the earliest *Hypnomys* or *Nesiotites* because it has a high-crowned, selenodont dentition, very unlike that of dormice and shrews. The murid *Rhagamys*, with its specialized high-crowned dentition, might theoretically have been a partial competitor for *Prolagus*. Also, the field mouse (*Microtus*) is tentatively considered a competitor during the late early Pleistocene–Holocene for *Prolagus* as it eats grasses and maybe sedges as do pikas (tentatively, because their size difference is considerable). During the early Pleistocene, *Pannonictis* and *Mustela* may have caused some additional predation pressure on *Prolagus* for an unknown time span. For *Prolagus* during the Holocene, direct competition was perhaps not the case, but possibly the combined effect of rats, (wood) mice, dormice and for a while *Microtus* that survived until the Bronze Age was significant. Humans exerted a predation pressure to some extent, because burnt *Prolagus* bones are a common finding in archeological contexts.

**Statistical analysis**

Given the limited nature of the fossil record, statistical analyses are limited to binomial tests (calculating cumulative probabilities, with a priori probability of success = 0.5; *Microsoft Excel* 2007) of our two primary predictions: (1) that on islands lacking mammalian competitors and predators, focal species of small mammals exhibit temporal trends of increasing body size (i.e. more instances of increases than we would expect by chance), and (2) that the tendency
towards increases in body size is lower (closer to random expectations) once an island has been colonized by mammalian competitors or predators. The null predictions are thus of equal frequencies of increases and decreases, whether mammalian predators and competitors are absent or present.

RESULTS
Temporal trends in body size of focal species were consistent with predictions of the ecological hypothesis of body size evolution (see Figs 2–5 and Tables S13 & S14 in Appendix S1). When tabulated over all time periods, species and islands, we recorded twelve cases of increased and four cases of decreased body size when mammalian predators and competitors were absent ($P = 0.0384$, binomial test; see Table S13 for details about the recorded intervals matching with the graphs in Figs 2–4). In contrast, the trend towards gigantism was much less pronounced when mammalian predators or competitors were present (27 increases and 20 declines in body size; $P = 0.1908$). Removal of the two species with the highest occurrence (Mikrotia and Mus) did not alter results for when predators and competitors were absent, but did result in seven increases and nine declines in body size in the presence of predators and competitors (again, a non-significant trend, $P = 0.4018$).

Species accounts

Crete

Kritimys – The body size of the Cretan rat (Kritimys), represented by the chronospecies Kritimys aff. K. kiri,us, K. kiri,us and K. ca,treus (from old to young; Fig. 2, Table S1 in Appendix S1) gradually increased with a slight decrease at the level of Karoumpes 4 (where molars from an embedded breccia boulder – base – are larger than those of the younger, surrounding deposits – top; Mayhew, 1977), and a peak at the level of Bali. After colonization by Mus, and just before its extinction, Kritimys exhibited a significant decrease in size.

Mus – The mouse Mus bateae increased in size and evolved into the large Mus minotaurus. It attained its largest size at the level of Milatos 2, after which its size decreased again as evidenced by Liko B (Fig. 2, Table S2 in Appendix S1). Minor fluctuations within Liko Cave (Table S3 in Appendix S1) were already noted by Mayhew (1977), who observed two opposite trends: one in a stratigraphic section at the front of the cave.

Figure 2 Temporal variation in body size ($S_i$) of small mammal lineages of Crete during the Pleistocene. The grey area indicates the periods of major faunal turnover and coexistence of Mus and Kritimys. Ordering of sites is based on current biostratigraphic understanding (see Appendix S1) and is liable to modification in the future; uncertainties are concentrated in parts of the sequence without change in associated fauna. The Kritimys fauna is likely to have arrived early in the Pleistocene (Mayhew, 1977; Reumer, 1986) and the second dispersal (with Mus) to have taken place in the middle of the middle Pleistocene (Kuss, 1970) [see van der Geer et al. (2010) for other possible scenarios]. For a list of likely mammalian competitors and predators (= C/P on horizontal axis), see Table 1.
and another at the back of the cave. The changes between specimens coming from the two Liko sections are considerably smaller than the general size changes of *M. minotaurus* between the sites. At the level of Koumbes B, *M. minotaurus* is again large, but not as large as at the Milatos 2 level. After Koumbes, the size of *Mus* decreases once more.

*Crocidura* – The shrew *Crocidura zimmermanni* exhibited only minor changes in body size (Table S6 in Appendix S1). After an initial increase, its body size decreased slightly during the middle Pleistocene as recorded in Stavros macro, reaching a lowest level coinciding with the arrival of new-comers and the smallest *Kritimys kiridus*, after which it steadily but marginally increased during the late Pleistocene with, again, reversals at the level of Liko Cave. The currently extant *C. zimmermanni* has attained the same large size (*S* = 1.26) as it had at the level of Xeros (*S* = 1.27; middle Pleistocene).

**Balearic Islands**

*Hypnomys* – The body size of the dormouse *Hypnomys*, represented by the chronospecies *Hypnomys waldreni*, *Hypnomys*
Figure 5 Temporal variation in the size of the first upper molar of the three murid lineages (Mikrotia) and of the cricetid lineage (Hattomys) of the Gargano palaeo-island (late Miocene; Freudenthal & Martín-Suárez, 2010). Molar length is indicated on the vertical scale in tenths of millimetres. The vertical lines represent the ranges of the molar lengths in the various populations. The non-fluctuating, straight line for the middle-sized Mikrotia is artificial; this is how Freudenthal reconstructed the biochronology: larger specimens were considered younger. Rinaldo & Masini (2009) re-ordered the fissures based on dental morphology of relevant taxa and found only minor deviations from the pattern represented here (see Appendix S1). Redrawn from Freudenthal (1976, Fig. 4).

Sardinia

Prolagus – Prolagus figaro, which evolved from mainland Prolagus michauxi, and the larger Prolagus sardus (Fig. 4; Table S10 in Appendix S1) are clearly identifiable by their dental morphology (Angelone et al., 2008), and probably constitute chronospecies, based amongst others on the very limited overseas dispersal ability of lagomorphs.

Prolagus sardus (max \( S_i = 2.75 \)) exhibited small-scale fluctuations in the lengths of the third premolars and the femur (Fig. 5; Table S12 in Appendix S1) during the time period represented by the Monte Tuttavista fissure fillings. The two youngest samples show a small inversion of the size trend. \( S_i \) values cannot be calculated here due to the lack of reliable equations based on third premolars, while data on the femur of the putative ancestor are not available. Although the species was commonly found in archaeological sites and persisted on the island until historical time, its size variation during the Holocene (if any) has not been studied. Our Holocene sample is limited to one site where the endemic small mammals co-occurred with newcomers (Apodemus, Rattus, Eliomys and Mus). The body size of Prolagus here is smaller than in any late Pleistocene site.

Gargano

Mikrotia, Hattomys – A steady increase in body size of both murids (Mikrotia) and hamsters (Hattomys) is seen in the lower part of the stratigraphy, but just before the extinction of the hamsters an even larger murid and a smaller murid lineage appear in the fossil record (Fig. 5). The hamster lineage seems to slightly decrease in size just before its extinction. At the last appearance of the hamsters, a full size range is present in the murid record with three distinct morphotypes, including the giant Mikrotia magna. Size fluctuations are observed in all lineages, except for the middle-sized lineage in which the lack of fluctuation is an artefact of the biostratigraphical method applied (see caption of Fig. 5). The extinction of Mikrotia does not coincide with new arrivals but is entirely due to submergence of the entire island.

Discussion

The temporal trends in body size of insular mammals from the fossil record conform to predictions of our hypothesis of ecological release as a mechanism for the island rule, with small mammals evolving towards larger size when no mammalian competitors or predators are present. This trend is much less pronounced and is sometimes reversed when the islands are colonized by mammalian competitors or predators.

Such shifts in evolutionary trends probably reflect reversals in selective pressures (sensu Lomolino, 2010). The five cases
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of body size shifts in response to reversals in ecological pressures studied here include the Cretan Kritimys (newcomer: Mus musculus) in the middle Pleistocene, the Balearic Hypnomys and Nesiotites (newcomers: Eliomys quercinus and Apodemus sylvaticus) and the Cretan Mus minotaurus (newcomers: Mus musculus with Neolithic settlers) at the end of the Pleistocene and Prolagus sardus (newcomers: Mus, Rattus, Apodemus and Eliomys with Neolithic settlers) in the early Holocene. Interestingly, and perhaps significantly, these endemic species all went extinct following their size decrease. Consistent with what we report here, others have noted earlier that body size changes of insular fossil proboscideans is not as extreme when they co-occur with competitors or predators (including humans; Sondaar, 1977; van den Bergh et al., 1996, 2008; Sondaar & van der Geer, 2005; Palombo, 2007, 2009).

An opposite effect of the introduction of a competitor on body size evolution seems to be observed in the Cretan shrew Crocidura zimmermanni during the Holocene. This shrew increased in size after the introduction of two competitive shrews (Crocidura suaveolens and Suncus etruscus). Reumer (1986) explains this as ecological displacement away from its earlier, lowland distribution towards higher regions where size increase may be an adaptation for lower temperatures (see Smith et al., 1995; Smith & Betancourt, 2003).

In six or seven (see below) other cases, however, body size appeared to fluctuate without any contemporaneous change in ecological assemblage. These include Mus minotaurus (late Pleistocene), Crocidura zimmermanni (middle–late Pleistocene), and possibly, with some restriction due to less robust chronologies, Kritimys and Prolagus sardus (middle Pleistocene), Mikrotia and Hattonys (late Miocene), and Nesiotites (Pliocene). These seemingly anomalous fluctuations might be explained by climate oscillations. Warming environmental conditions are expected to promote smaller body sizes (Bergmann’s rule; Bergmann, 1847; Smith et al., 1995; Smith & Betancourt, 2003; Millien et al., 2006) and thus reverse the island rule trend predicted for small mammals (see also Lomolino et al., 2012). Mayhew (1977) has previously suggested that the size fluctuations of Mus minotaurus might be related to the periodically changing climatic conditions of the late Pleistocene. This is supported by data on temperature, because the Liko Cave specimens [marine isotope stage (MIS) 5c; corresponding to a considerably warmer period than Koumpes Cave specimens] are smaller than Koumpes Cave specimens (MIS 3). Co-occurring Crocidura zimmermanni show a comparable size difference and direction of difference. Within Liko Cave, the minor size fluctuations of Mus may match the climate fluctuations where the largest specimens occurred during the intermediate cold and dry phase of the period 105,000–87,000 years ago (Caron et al., 2009).

Fluctuations in climate may have also influenced body size evolution of Kritimys and Prolagus sardus, but no absolute data are available to confirm this. Preliminary results of an analysis on δ18O values obtained from the teeth and bones of P. sardus tentatively suggest that a positive correlation exists between femur dimensions and temperature (Boldrini & Palombo, 2010) and thus, inter alia, between body mass and temperature. As far as Nesiotites is concerned, the temporary break during the middle Pliocene in its trend towards gigantism is suggested to be due to the same crisis that led to the extinction of practically all mammalian lineages except for Nesiotites, Myotragus and Hypnomys (Rofes et al., 2012).

We note that short-term climatic fluctuations may indeed influence body mass, but in a variety of ways that are generally inconsistent with our predictions. Warming trends may be associated with increased fat tissue and, thus, an increase in live body mass during boom (warm) phases of boom-or-bust fluctuations. The estimated body size we use here, however, is not based on fat tissue and live body mass, but on skeletal measurements. Alternatively, one might speculate that colonizations of competitors or predators may have been associated with cooling trends – that is, coincident with reduced sea levels and exposure of land bridges during glacial periods. According to the spatial and temporal trends associated with Bergmann’s rule (Smith et al., 1995; Smith & Betancourt, 2003), however, body size (live and skeletal) is expected to increase during glacial periods, while the arrival of competitors or predators is predicted to have the opposite effect in the species we study here.

One especially important insight from these and other studies of the insular, fossil record is that the impact of the arrival of alien competitors and predators (including ancient as well as recent hominids) may not be restricted to altering initial trends in body size evolution, but might sometimes coincide with the eventual extinction of the resident species (Bover & Alcover, 2008). Of the six extinctions we noted here [Kritimys catreus, Mus minotaurus, Nesiotites hidalgo, Hypnomys morpheus, Prolagus sardus, omitting the one due to flooding (Mikrotia)], all except for Hattonys were subsequent to the arrival of a mammalian competitor.

Taken together, the dynamic patterns discussed here are consistent with those described in Wilson’s theory of taxon cycles (Wilson, 1959, 1961), and, in particular, with the adaptation of this theory proposed by Roughgarden & Pacala (1989) to explain body size dynamics in Anolis lizards of the Lesser Antilles. According to their model, the first colonist and sole resident Anolis species evolves towards an optimum or characteristic body size and more specialized niche, only to be displaced and ultimately extirpated when a second Anolis colonizes the island and reinitiates the cycle.

CONCLUSIONS

Despite the challenges of reconstructing the abiotic and ecological characteristics of ancient environments, the patterns discussed here for body size variation of palaeo-insular mammals over time strongly support the ecological hypothesis of body size evolution. As is generally known, on the mainland and on relatively balanced and ecologically rich palaeo-islands, interacting lineages of mammals are subject to
ecological character displacement – resulting in divergence in body size. On islands with depauperate and unbalanced assemblages, however, release from these ecological interactions appears to have resulted in adaptive radiations of some lineages, and body size dynamics consistent with the island rule (i.e. convergence on the size of intermediate but absent species) in others. However, after colonization by ecologically significant mammals, these trends were often reversed because ‘natives’ may have become entrained in ecological and evolutionary taxon cycles, ultimately punctuated by extinction of the native species.
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